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Abstract. A theoretical evolutionary model for the nonlinear stability analysis of a planar dust molecular cloud (DMC)
in quasi-neutral hydrodynamic equilibrium on the Jeans scales of space and time is developed. It is based on a self-
gravitating multi-fluid model consisting of the warm electrons and ions, and the inertial cold dust grains with partial
ionization. The Jeans assumption of self-gravitating uniform medium is adopted for fiducially analytical simplifica-
tion by neglecting the zero-order field. So, the equilibrium is justifiably treated initially as “homogeneous”, thereby
validating nonlinear local analysis. The lowest-order finite inertial correction of the thermal species (thermal inertia,
which is conventionally neglected), heavier grain-charge fluctuation and all the possible collisional dynamics are in-
cluded simultaneously amid non-equilibrium plasma inhomogeneities. We apply a standard multiple scaling technique
methodologically to show that the eigenmodes are collectively governed by a new electrostatic driven Korteweg-de
Vries (d-KdV) equation having a self-consistent nonlinear driving source, and self-gravitational Korteweg-de Vries
(KdV) equation with neither a source, nor a sink. A detailed numerical shape-analysis with judicious multi-parameter
variation parametrically portrays the excitation of electrostatic eigenmodes evolving as damped oscillatory shocks
(nonconservative) with the increasing global amplitude due to the source, and extended two-tail compressive solitons
(conservative), when the source-strength becomes very weak. In contrast, the self-gravitational counterparts grow as
bell-shaped rarefactive soliton-like structures (conservative). The correlative effect of diverse plasma parameters on
the amplitudes and patterns is explicitly investigated. Interestingly, this is conjectured that the grain-mass plays a key
role in the eigenmode shaping (growth and decay) through the interplaying processes of pulsating gravito-electrostatic
coupling. As the grain-mass increases, a new type of shock-to-soliton transition results, and so forth. The significance
of the study in space, laboratory and astrophysical environments is stressed.
Keywords: nonlinear modes, KdV system, oscillatory shocks, soliton patterns.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the past few years, dusty plasmas have drawn considerable attention of researchers
among plasma, astrophysics and space science communities [1-4]. This is because such plasmas
support a great variety of waves, fluctuations and nonlinear coherent structures depending on the
dust-grain nature having a great role to play in diverse areas of space, astrophysics including radio-
frequency discharges, and so forth [4-8]. The existence of such eigenmode structures has many
c©2014 Vietnam Academy of Science and Technology
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experimental supports as well [9-11]. Observations of such fluctuations and nonlinear coherent
structures as solitons, shocks, double layers, etc. range widely from the normal laboratory scales
[1-4,6-11] for a direct current (DC) glow discharge dusty plasma without self-gravity to the astro-
physical scales [5,12-20] with self-gravitational effects under different plasma conditions having
realistic significance in the formation mechanisms of stars, planets and other units of galactic
structures.
The parametric signatures of the fluctuation patterns, eigenmodes and structures in self-
gravitating dense dust molecular clouds (DMCs) on the astrophysical scale, so far is seen to the
best of our knowledge, have been reported based on some purely idealistic model methodolo-
gies of zero-inertia of the plasma thermal species [12-20]. Recently, the nonlinear pulsational
mode stability of such clouds with fluctuating grain-charge and the Boltzmann-distributed thermal
species [21] has been analyzed. Later, a similar investigation with static grain-charge and finite
thermal inertia in presence of weak frictional coupling of the neutral-charged grains [22] has also
been proposed. However, it may be noted that none of the earlier authors addresses the effects on
the eigenmode stability due to the consideration of the lowest-order finite inertia of the thermal
species (hereafter, weak thermal inertia), grain-charge fluctuation, and all the possible collisional
dynamics amid diverse inhomogeneities in such astrophysical dusty plasmas simultaneously. But,
although weak, the weak thermal inertia [23-27] of the thermal species might have some roles to
affect the co-excitation and co-evolution of the eigenmodes in wide spatially extended systems
with all the above concurrent factors taken into account in different realistic situations. In addi-
tion, the grain usually acquires charge by capturing electrons and ions from the background plasma
through collisional effects, while, looses charge by emitting photoelectrons induced by UV pho-
tons [6,12-13]. All these realistic influences, if considered collectively and simultaneously, might
add some new effects to the eigenmode spectral structures and their related parametric dynamics,
which is yet to be well investigated. Besides, the possible nature of new coupling processes of non-
linear convection due to fluidity, linear dispersion due to self-gravity, and dissipative mechanism
due to various collisions in the system is still unknown.
In this paper, motivated by the curiosity of understanding the eigenmode structures under
all the above realistic factors considered at a time, we try to develop a simple evolutionary model
to study theoretically the nonlinear gravito-electrostatic eigenmodes in a planar one-dimensional
(1-D) DMC in a quasi-neutral hydrodynamic equilibrium configuration on the Jeans scale. The key
stimulus is to characterize the nature of the eigenmodes in presence of the thermal inertia of the
cloud, grain-charge fluctuation, and various collisional effects incorporated at a time in a simplified
manner amid non-equilibrium plasma inhomogeneities. The adopted technique is centered around
a model based on the system of pair Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equations. It is seen that the
gravito-electrostatic eigenmode structures in the astrophysical charge-varying collisional grainy
plasma appear mainly in the unique form of oscillatory shocks and solitary spectral patterns, which
are subsequently shown to undergo some newer transitions in between the two distinct classes
within some realistic parameter regime, particularly, dictated by the grain-mass. Lastly, this paper
concentrates to discuss the main significance of such eigenmode structures lying in the diverse
areas of cloud physics, space science and modern astrophysics because of their crucial role played
in understanding self-gravitational collapse, formation and evolution of interstellar structure, star
formation, galactic composition and its evolution, etc [12-22]. Besides, it may also be useful
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to help understanding of various other nonlinear waves, oscillations and fluctuation-spectra in
different types of plasmas [28-32].
In addition to “introduction” part as described in Sec. I above, this paper is structurally
organized as follows. Sec. II contains the physical model of the self-gravitating plasma system.
Sec. III illustrates the basic governing equations of the cloud structure. Sec. IV portrays the deriva-
tion of nonlinear evolution equations, which is again divided into three subsections, IV.1, IV.2 and
IV.3, depicting the electrostatic, self-gravitational and time-stationary fluctuations, respectively.
Sec. V shows the numerical calculation scheme in two subsections, V.1 and V.2, showing the elec-
trostatic fluctuations and self-gravitational counterparts, respectively. Sec. VI includes the relevant
results and major discussions. Lastly and most importantly, Sec. VII presents the main conclusions
of scientific interest and tentative astrophysical applicability along with some highlighted future
directions focussingly.
II. PHYSICAL MODEL
A four-component simplified field-free planar DMC in astrophysical situation is consid-
ered under quasi-neutral hydrodynamic equilibrium configuration. This is well-known that the
DMC equilibrium cannot be assumed like a truly homogeneous one, it must be derived from the
basic governing structure equations themselves [13-14]. Still, for simplicity, hydrodynamic con-
siderations are made to apply the conventional fluid equations for our investigation in presence of
self-gravity contributed by the heavier grains.
The above model consideration is physically justifiable in accordance with the Jeans ho-
mogenization assumption of self-gravitating inhomogenous plasma for simplification [31-32].
Thus, the zero-order self-gravitational field is neglected and the equilibrium is treated initially
as “homogeneous” which validates our nonlinear normal mode analysis (local). The plasma con-
stituents are the thermal electrons, singly ionized positive ions, inertial spherical micron-sized
neutral dust grains having partial ionization. The dust flow convections, collisional effects and
grain-charge fluctuations are all taken into account in presence of the lowest-order inertial cor-
rection of the thermal species. This correction is systematically introduced through the modified
Boltzmann population density distributions [26]. It may be pertinent to add further that high col-
lisional momentum exchange from the plasma species to the gains may thermalize the complex
plasma with the neutral grains. In addition, the self-gravitational effects are retained because of
the massive grains existing in the cloud amid non-equilibrium plasma inhomogeneities.
The charging process of the grains is due basically to the attachment of the plasma species
on the surface of the grains by the sticking mechanism [1-8]. The dynamics of the heavier neu-
tral grains is merely governed by the Newtonian gravitational forces (unipolar) only, and that
of the charged species is controlled by both the effective Columbic electrostatic (bipolar) and
Newtonian gravitational forces. In the DMC, the two forces may become commensurable, i.e.,
Gm2d
/
q2d ∼ 0 (1). Thus, interplay between self-gravitational and electrostatic forces in the dynam-
ics may lead to excitation of various nonlinear eigenmodes and novel phenomena in the astrophys-
ical environment [5,12-20]. The grain-size is considered to be much smaller than the inter-grain
separation, which is again lesser than the plasma Debye length. For our observation on the Jeans
scales of space and time, the heavier grains are judiciously assumed to behave as an inertial fluid,
whereas, the inertia-modified Boltzmann-populated electrons and ions are supposed to behave as
thermal screening species, although slightly slowed down due to the inertial consideration. The
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efficacious cloud mass, as a whole, is collectively contributed by the heavier inertial grains (both
neutral and charged), but within the validity limit of the Newtonian point-mass approximation
[15-17]. For further simplicity, we ignore presence of rotation, kinematic viscosity, circulation,
grain-size distribution, diverse anisotropies, magnetic field, etc.
III. BASIC GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The assumed hydrodynamic equilibrium of the proposed quasi-neutral cloud model is vi-
sualized as a quasi-static distribution of the multi-fluid constituent particles. The light neutral
gas particles develop a constant background, which is weakly coupled to the collapsing charged
grains. The equilibrium we consider for the fluctuation dynamics is governed by the collisional
continuity, momentum, and the coupling electro-gravitational Poisson equations for the cloud con-
stituents described with all the conventional notations [12] on the astrophysical scales of space and
time. The dynamics of the plasma electrons in unnormalized form is described by
∂ne
∂t
+ ne
∂ve
∂x
+ ve
∂ne
∂x
= −fedc (ne − neo) , (1)
Tp
∂ne
∂x
+ ene
∂φ
∂x
+menefedcve = 0. (2)
The dynamics of the plasma ions, similarly, is described by
∂ni
∂t
+ ni
∂vi
∂x
+ vi
∂ni
∂x
= −fidc (ni − nio) , (3)
Tp
∂ni
∂x
+ eni
∂φ
∂x
+minifidcvi = 0. (4)
The right hand sides of Eqs. (1) and (3) are the source or sink terms contributed by inelastic
collisions of the respective thermal species with the dust particles [12]. Here, fidc and fedc are the
ion-charged dust and electron-charged dust collision frequencies in unnormalized form, respec-
tively. Since, we are interested in the low-frequency modes, we neglect the inertial terms in Eqs.
(2) and (4) as usual. Also, the electrons and ions possess population densities ne, ni; velocities
ve, vi; masses me, mi; charges −e, +e; and temperatures Te, Ti such that Te ≈ Ti = Tp (in eV);
respectively. The equations describing the neutral grain dynamics are given as follows
∂ndn
∂t
+ ndn
∂vdn
∂x
+ vdn
∂ndn
∂x
= 0, (5)
mdnndn
[
∂vdn
∂t
+ vdn
∂vdn
∂x
]
= −Tp∂ndn
∂x
−mdnndn∂ψ
∂x
−mdnndnfnc (vdn − vdc) . (6)
Furthermore, the dynamics of the charged grains with all usual notations is given by
∂ndc
∂t
+ ndc
∂vdc
∂x
+ vdc
∂ndc
∂x
= 0, (7)
mdcndc
[
∂vdc
∂t
+ vdc
∂vdc
∂x
]
= −Tp∂ndc
∂x
−qdndc∂φ
∂x
−mdcndc∂ψ
∂x
−mdcndcfcn (vdc − vdn) , (8)
where, fcn and fnc are charged-neutral dust and neutral-charged dust collision frequencies, respec-
tively. The spatial distributions of the electrostatic potential (φ) and self-gravitational potential (ψ)
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in presence of the finite thermal inertia are defined by the combining Poisson equations as given
below,
∂2φ
∂x2
= −4pi [e (ni − ne)− qdndc] , (9)
∂2ψ
∂x2
= 4piG (mdnndn +mdcndc −mdndo +mene +mini) . (10)
By invoking the Jeans swindle [14-18] through mdnd0 in Eq. (10), we would neglect the
zeroth-order self-gravitational field, so that the equilibrium may, justifiably, be considered initially
as homogeneous. Even so, the equilibrium force of gravity could be unimportant to affect the equi-
librium dynamics within the domain of uniform cloud mass distribution. Indeed, a spatially homo-
geneous self-gravitating plasma system cannot be in static equilibrium (for which ∂2ψ
/
∂ξ2 ∼ 0),
since there is no pressure gradient to balance the gravitational force (originating from the equilib-
rium cloud-material distribution mdnndn+mdcndc+mene+mini ≈ mdndo as evident from Eq.
(10)). This physically means that self-gravitational potential is sourced only by density fluctua-
tions of the infinite uniform homogeneous background medium under consideration [31-32]. The
Jeans assumption (ad hoc) for the self-gravitating uniform homogeneous medium may not be the
most suitable one, but it allows us to treat the self-gravitating inhomogeneous plasma dynamics
analytically in a simplified way by neglecting the zero-order field so that local analyses could be
carried out [31]. The results on the fluctuations and eigenmodes based on this homogenization
assumption in most of the cases have been found to be not far from realistic picture [5, 7, 14-17,
31-32]. Now, if this self-gravitational symmetry of uniformity is broken either due to some mass
fluctuations (purely neutral dust mass), or even due to the charge fluctuations (charged mass), the
gravitational collapse will set in and evolve in a different manner resulting in the corresponding
eigenmode spectra than those as conventionally discussed in the literature. Lastly, the charge
dynamic equation [12] for the charge-fluctuated dust grains is given by
∂qd
∂t
+ vdc
∂qd
∂x
= e
[
fed
(ne − neo)
ndo
− fid (ni − neo)
ndo
]
. (11)
Here, fed and fid are electron-dust and ion-dust collision frequencies, respectively. The equilib-
rium dust density is ndo = ndco + ndno. Here, G(= 6.67 × 10−11 N m2 kg−2) represents the
universal gravitational constant. Furthermore, the neutral and charged grains each with mass md
and temperature Td have population densities ndn, ndc; and velocities vdn, vdc; respectively.
IV. NORMALIZED SET OF BASIC EQUATIONS
We are interested in the application of the lowest-order inertial correction [23-27] of the
plasma thermal species incorporated through the inertia-modified Boltzmann distributions [26]
formulated on the Jeans scale. For simplicity, a standard normalization procedure [17] of the rel-
evant astrophysical parameters is adopted. But, as is well-known, the self-gravitating plasmas are
known to be inhomogeneous in nature, and thus, adopting constant normalization parameter val-
ues of the cloud variables throughout, which may vary from point to point spatiotemporally due to
large-scale dynamics, is not so justifiable [14]. Therefore, the Jeans assumption of homogeneous
medium [31-32], paving the way for a local-type nonlinear normal mode analysis [5,16-18,31-
32] in the process of mathematical simplification is adopted in our model. Accordingly, the new
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Boltzmann population density distributions specifically developed considering the weak inertia of
the thermal electrons and ions in normalized form are given as,
Ne = exp
[(
1
2
)
me
mi
M2eo {1− exp (−2Φ)}+ Φ
]
, (12)
and
Ni = exp
[(
1
2
)
mi
md
M2io {1− exp (2Φ)} − Φ
]
. (13)
It is clearly seen that the presence of the mass-ratios in the above expressions describes
the active inertial roles of the thermal species in their relevant response time scales, which would
affect the equilibrium and fluctuation dynamics of the grainy plasma model. If one considers
me/mi, mi/md → 0 for the inertialess electrons and ions in Eqs. (12)-(13), they reduce back to
the normal inertialess Boltzmann distributions [12-13,15-16]. We are interested to see the effect of
the population distributions given by Eqs. (12)-(13) on the electron and ion dynamics contributing
to the stability behavior under investigation. Thus, it may be seen after substitution that for the
electron description, there are two unknown variables (Me,Φ) governed by two equations. Sim-
ilarly, for the ion description as well, there are two unknown variables (Mi,Φ) described by two
equations as the following. This is how the situation of over-determined set of unknowns for the
electron and ion descriptions is avoided. Now, Eqs. (1)-(11) in normalized form are respectively
enlisted as below,
∂Ne
∂τ
+Ne
∂Me
∂ξ
+Me
∂Ne
∂ξ
= −Fedc (Ne − 1) , (14)
∂Ne
∂ξ
+Ne
∂Φ
∂ξ
+
(
me
md
)
NeMeFedc = 0, (15)
∂Ni
∂τ
+Ni
∂Mi
∂ξ
+Mi
∂Ni
∂ξ
= −Fidc (Ni − 1) , (16)
∂Ni
∂ξ
+Ni
∂Φ
∂ξ
+
(
mi
md
)
NiMiFidc = 0, (17)
∂Ndn
∂τ
+Ndn
∂Mdn
∂ξ
+Mdn
∂Ndn
∂ξ
= 0, (18)
Ndn
[
∂Mdn
∂τ
+Mdn
∂Mdn
∂ξ
]
= − 1
ndno
∂Ndn
∂ξ
−
(
mdn
ndnoe
)
Ndn
∂Ψ
∂ξ
−
(
1
ndno
)
Fnc (Mdn −Mdc) ,
(19)
∂Ndc
∂τ
+Ndc
∂Mdc
∂ξ
+Mdc
∂Ndc
∂ξ
= 0, (20)
Ndc
[
∂Mdc
∂τ +Mdc
∂Mdc
∂ξ
]
= − 1ndco
∂Ndc
∂ξ −
(
qd
ndco
)
QdNdc
∂Φ
∂ξ
−
(
mdc
ndcoe
)
Ndc
∂Ψ
∂ξ −
(
1
ndco
)
Fcn (Mdc −Mdn) ,
(21)
∂2Φ
∂ξ2
=
e
m2dcndoG
[e (neoNe − nioNi) + (qdondco) QdNdc] , (22)
∂2Ψ
∂ξ2
=
e
mdnndo
{
ndnoNdn + ndcoNdc − ndoNdo + neo
(
me
md
)
Ne + nio
(
mi
md
)
Ni
}
, (23)
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∂Qd
∂τ
+Mdc
∂Qd
∂ξ
=
e
qdo
(
neo
ndo
)
Fed
[{
Ne −
(
nio
neo
)(
Fid
Fed
)
Ni
}
−
(
1 +
nio
neo
Fid
Fed
)]
. (24)
As already mentioned, the Jeans swindle [13-16, 31] is invoked in the derivation of Eq.
(23), which is in fact a kind of local approximation for equilibrium mass distribution as in the
case of quasi-neutral equilibrium charge distribution. Moreover, the independent coordinates like
position (ξ) and time (τ) are normalized by the Jeans length (λJ) and Jeans time
(
ω−1J
)
scales,
respectively. The parameters Me (ξ), Mi (ξ), Mdn (ξ), and Mdc (ξ) represent the flow velocities
of the electrons, ions, neutral and charged grains normalized by the dust sound phase speed Css
each. Moreover, Ne, Ni, Ndn and Ndc are the population densities of the electrons, ions, neutral
and charged grains normalized by their equilibrium densities ne0, ni0, ndn0, and ndc0, respectively.
Both the electrostatic potential Φ and self-gravitational potential Ψ are normalized by the same
electron thermal potential Tp/e so as to compare their fluctuation levels on a common equivalent
unit. The grain charge Qd is normalized by the equilibrium grain charge qd0. Lastly, Fedc, Fed,
Fidc, Fid, Fnc and Fcn are the collision frequencies of the electrons and charged grains; electrons
and dust grains; ions and charged grains; ions and dust grains; neutral and charged grains; and
finally, charged and neutral grains; respectively, each normalized by the Jeans frequency ωJ for
our low-frequency fluctuation analyses on the astrophysical scale.
We apply the standard methodology of multiscale techniques [1-2,5,16-17] over the nor-
malized coupled set of Eqs. (12)-(24) to study the gravito-electrostatic fluctuations under weak
nonlinearity approximation. Thus, the independent variables with all usual notations are stretched
in to a new space defined by the X =∈1/2 (ξ − µτ) and T =∈3/2 τ . In the new space, the dif-
ferential operators get transformed as ∂
/
∂ξ =∈1/2∂/∂X , and ∂2/∂ξ2 =∈∂2/∂X2, where µ is
the normalized (by Css) phase velocity of the fluctuations and ∈ is a minor parameter characteriz-
ing the balanced strength of nonlinearity and dispersion [1-2,5,27-28]. Accordingly, the relevant
physical parameters appearing in Eqs. (12)-(24) are now expanded nonlinearly (in ∈-powers)
around the respective equilibrium values (as per the Jeans equilibrium assumption) under weak
nonlinearity limit (< 3rd order) as follows,
Ne
Ni
Ndn
Ndc
Me
Mi
Mdn
Mdc
Φ
Ψ
Qd

=

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

+ ∈

Ne1
Ni1
Ndn1
Ndc1
Me1
Mi1
Mdn1
Mdc1
Φ1
Ψ1
Qd1

+ ∈2

Ne2
Ni2
Ndn2
Ndc2
Me2
Mi2
Mdn2
Mdc2
Φ2
Ψ2
Qd2

+ · · · (25)
We now substitute Eq. (25) in Eqs. (12)-(24) for order-by-order analyses in presence of
weak nonlinearity so that higher-order perturbations may be neglected. Equating the terms in
various powers of ∈ on the fluctuations from both sides of Eq. (12), one gets
∈1: Ne1 = Φ1 +
(
me
mi
)
M2eoe
(−2Φo)Φ1 (26)
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∈2: Ne2 = Φ2 +
(
me
mi
)
M2eoe
(−2Φo)Φ2, (27)
and so on.
The order-by-order analysis in various powers of ∈ from Eq. (13) similarly yields
∈1: Ni1 = −Φ1 −
(
mi
md
)
M2ioe
(2Φo)Φ1, (28)
∈2: Ni2 = −Φ2 −
(
mi
md
)
M2ioe
(2Φo)Φ2, (29)
and so on.
Similarly, equating the terms in various powers of ∈ from both sides of Eq. (14), one gets
∈3/2: ∂Me1
∂X
− µ∂Ne1
∂X
= 0, (30)
∈5/2: ∂Ne1
∂T
− µ∂Ne2
∂X
+Ne1
∂Me1
∂X
+
∂Me2
∂X
+Me1
∂Ne1
∂X
= 0, (31)
∈7/2: ∂Ne2
∂T
+Ne2
∂Me1
∂X
+Ne1
∂Me2
∂X
+Me2
∂Ne1
∂X
+Me1
∂Ne2
∂X
= 0, (32)
and so on.
The order-by-order analysis in various powers of ∈ from Eq. (15) similarly yields
∈3/2: ∂Ne1
∂X
+
∂Φ1
∂X
= 0, (33)
∈5/2: ∂Ne2
∂X
+Ne1
∂Φ1
∂X
+
∂Φ2
∂X
= 0, (34)
∈7/2: Ne2∂Φ1
∂X
+Ne1
∂Φ2
∂X
= 0, (35)
and so forth.
Similarly, equating the terms in various powers of ∈ from both sides of Eq. (16), one gets
∈3/2: ∂Mi1
∂X
− µ∂Ni1
∂X
= 0, (36)
∈5/2: ∂Ni1
∂T
− µ∂Ni2
∂X
+Ni1
∂Mi1
∂X
+
∂Mi2
∂X
+Mi1
∂Ni1
∂X
= 0, (37)
∈7/2: ∂Ni2
∂T
+Ni2
∂Mi1
∂X
+Ni1
∂Mi2
∂X
+Mi2
∂Ni1
∂X
+Mi1
∂Ni2
∂X
= 0, (38)
and so on.
The order-by-order analysis in various powers of ∈ from Eq. (17), similarly, yields
∈3/2: ∂Ni1
∂X
+
∂Φ1
∂X
= 0, (39)
∈5/2: ∂Ni2
∂X
+Ni1
∂Φ1
∂X
+
∂Φ2
∂X
= 0, (40)
∈7/2: Ni2∂Φ1
∂X
+Ni1
∂Φ2
∂X
= 0, (41)
and so on.
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Likewise, equating the terms in various powers of ∈ from both sides of Eq. (18), one gets
∈3/2: ∂Mdn1
∂X
− µ∂Ndn1
∂X
= 0, (42)
∈5/2: ∂Ndn1
∂T
− µ∂Ndn2
∂X
+Ndn1
∂Mdn1
∂X
+
∂Mdn2
∂X
+Mdn1
∂Ndn1
∂X
= 0, (43)
∈7/2: ∂Ndn2
∂T
+Ndn2
∂Mdn1
∂X
+Ndn1
∂Mdn2
∂X
+Mdn2
∂Ndn1
∂X
+Mdn1
∂Ndn2
∂X
= 0, (44)
and so on.
The order-by-order analysis in various powers of ∈ from Eq. (19), similarly, yields
∈3/2: 1
ndno
∂Ndn1
∂X
− µ∂Mdn1
∂X
+
(
mdn
ndcoe
)
∂Ψ1
∂X
= 0, (45)
∈5/2: ∂Mdn1∂T − µ∂Mdn2∂X +Mdn1 ∂Mdn1∂X − µNdn1 ∂Mdn1∂X
+ 1ndno
∂Ndn2
∂X +
(
mdn
ndnoe
)
Ndn1
∂Ψ1
∂X +
(
mdn
ndnoe
)
∂Ψ2
∂X = 0,
(46)
and so on.
Alike, equating the terms in various powers of ∈ from both sides of Eq. (20), one gets
∈3/2: ∂Mdc1
∂X
− µ∂Ndc1
∂X
= 0, (47)
∈5/2: ∂Ndc1
∂T
− µ∂Ndc2
∂X
+Ndc1
∂Mdc1
∂X
+
∂Mdc2
∂X
+Mdc1
∂Ndc1
∂X
= 0, (48)
∈7/2: ∂Ndc2
∂T
+Ndc2
∂Mdc1
∂X
+Ndc1
∂Mdc2
∂X
+Mdc2
∂Ndc1
∂X
+Mdc1
∂Ndc2
∂X
= 0, (49)
and so on.
The order-by-order analysis in various powers of ∈ from Eq. (21) similarly yields
∈3/2: 1
ndco
∂Ndc1
∂X
− µ∂Mdc1
∂X
+
(
mdc
ndcoe
)
∂Ψ1
∂X
= 0, (50)
∈5/2: ∂Mdc1∂T − µ∂Mdc2∂X +Mdc1 ∂Mdc1∂X − µNdc1 ∂Mdc1∂X
+ 1ndco
∂Ndc2
∂X +
(
mdc
ndcoe
)
Ndc1
∂Ψ1
∂X +
(
mdc
ndcoe
)
∂Ψ2
∂X +
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd1
∂Φ1
∂X = 0,
(51)
∈7/2: ∂Mdc2∂T +Mdc2 ∂Mdc1∂X +Mdc1 ∂Mdc2∂X +Ndc1 ∂Mdc1∂T − µNdc1 ∂Mdc2∂X
+Ndc1Mdc1
∂Mdc1
∂X − µNdc2 ∂Mdc1∂X +
(
mdc
ndcoe
)
Ndc2
∂Ψ1
∂X +
(
mdc
ndcoe
)
Ndc1
∂Ψ2
∂X
+
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd2
∂Φ1
∂X +
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd1Ndc1
∂Φ1
∂X +
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd1
∂Φ2
∂X = 0,
(52)
∈9/2: Mdc2 ∂Mdc2∂X +Ndc1 ∂Mdc2∂T +Ndc1Mdc2 ∂Mdc1∂X +Ndc1Mdc1 ∂Mdc2∂X +Ndc2 ∂Mdc1∂T
−µNdc2 ∂Mdc2∂X +Ndc2Mdc1 ∂Mdc1∂X +
(
mdc
ndcoe
)
Ndc2
∂Ψ2
∂X +
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd2Ndc1
∂Φ1
∂X
+
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd1Ndc2
∂Φ1
∂X +
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd2
∂Φ2
∂X +
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd1Ndc1
∂Φ2
∂X = 0,
(53)
∈11/2: Ndc1Mdc2 ∂Mdc2∂X +Ndc2 ∂Mdc1∂T +Ndc2Mdc2 ∂Mdc1∂X +Ndc2Mdc1 ∂Mdc2∂X
+
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd2Ndc2
∂Φ1
∂X + +
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd2Ndc1
∂Φ2
∂X +
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd1Ndc2
∂Φ2
∂X = 0,
(54)
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∈14/2: Ndc2Mdc2∂Mdc2
∂X
+
(
qdo
ndco
)
Qd2Ndc2
∂Φ2
∂X
= 0, (55)
and so on.
Similarly, equating the terms in various powers of ∈ from both sides of Eq. (22), one gets
∈1: e
m2dcndoG
(eneoNe1 − enioNi1 + qdondcoQd1) = 0, (56)
∈2: ∂
2Φ1
∂X2
=
e
m2dcndoG
(eneoNe2 − enioNi2 + qdondcoQd2 + qdondcoQd1Ndc1) , (57)
∈3: ∂
2Φ2
∂X2
=
e
m2dcndoG
(qdondcoQd2Ndc1 + qdondcoQd1Ndc2) , (58)
∈4: qdondcoQd2Ndc2 = 0, (59)
and so on.
The order-by-order analysis in various powers of ∈ from Eq. (23) similarly yields
∈1: e
mdnndo
{
ndnoNdn1 + ndcoNdc1 + neo
(
me
md
)
Ne1 + nio
(
mi
md
)
Ni1
}
= 0, (60)
∈2: ∂
2Ψ1
∂X2
=
e
mdnndo
{
ndnoNdn2 + ndcoNdc2 + neo
(
me
md
)
Ne2 + nio
(
mi
md
)
Ni2
}
, (61)
∈3: ∂
2Ψ2
∂X2
= 0, (62)
and so forth.
Similarly, equating the terms in various powers of ∈ from both sides of Eq. (24), one gets
∈1: e
qdo
(
neo
ndo
)
Fed
{
Ne1 −
(
nio
neo
)
Fid
Fed
Ni1
}
= 0, (63)
∈2: e
qdo
(
neo
ndo
)
Fed
{
Ne2 −
(
nio
neo
)
Fid
Fed
Ni2
}
= 0, (64)
∈3/2: −µ∂Qd1
∂X
= 0 (65)
∈5/2: ∂Qd1
∂T
− µ∂Qd2
∂X
+Mdc1
∂Qd1
∂X
= 0, (66)
∈7/2: ∂Qd2
∂T
+Mdc2
∂Qd1
∂X
+Mdc1
∂Qd1
∂X
= 0, (67)
∈9/2: Mdc2∂Qd2
∂X
= 0, (68)
and so on.
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IV.1. Derivation of electrostatic d-KdV equation
After simplifying Eq. (57), by systematically eliminating the second-order perturbed quan-
tities using various Eqs. (26)-(68), we get the following d-KdV equation describing the nonlinear
electrostatic fluctuations (in terms of Φ1), expressed as,
∂Φ1
∂T
+A1Φ1
∂Φ1
∂X
+B1
∂3Φ1
∂X3
= So, (69)
where
So = −C1Φ31
∂Φ1
∂X
−D1Φ21
∂Φ1
∂X
. (70)
This is the derived d−KdV equation with a self-consistent source So, which comes mainly
due to the consideration of the lowest-order inertia of the thermal species. The various coefficients
are
A1 =
−µ[
nio
{
1 +
(
mi
md
)
M2io
}
+ neo
{
1 +
(
me
mi
)
M2eo
}]
×
neo
{
1 +
(
me
mi
)
M2eo
}2{
2 +
(
me
mi
)
M2eo
} + nio
{
1 +
(
mi
md
)
M2io
}2(
mi
md
)
M2io
 , (71)
B1 = − m
2
dndoGµ
e2
[
nio
{
1 +
(
mi
md
)
M2io
}
+ neo
{
1 +
(
me
mi
)
M2eo
}] , (72)
C1 =
e
{
1 +
(
mi
md
)
M2io
}
µn2dco
{
2 +
(
me
mi
)
M2eo
} [nio{1 + (mi
md
)
M2io
}
+ neo
{
1 +
(
me
mi
)
M2eo
}]
, (73)
and
D1 = − e
µn2dco
[
nio
{
1 +
(
mi
md
)
M2io
}
+ neo
{
1 +
(
me
mi
)
M2eo
}]
. (74)
IV.2. Derivation of self-gravitational KdV equation
By simplifying Eq. (61), with the methodological elimination procedure of the second-order
perturbed quantities using relations from Eqs. (26)-(68), we obtain the following KdV equation
depicting nonlinear self-gravitational fluctuations (in terms of Ψ1), as,
∂Ψ1
∂T
+A2Ψ1
∂Ψ1
∂X
+B2
∂3Ψ1
∂X3
= 0. (75)
This is the derived KdV equation with the coefficients A2 = Z2/Z1 and B2 = (−1/Z1),
where,
Z1 =
2µ n2dno
ndo (1− µ2ndno)2
− 1
µmdndo
{
ndno
(µ2ndno−1)
+ ndco
(µ2ndco−1)
} me{(memd )+(mimd )FedFid }
+ mi{(mi
md
)
+
(
me
md
)
Fid
Fed
}
 , (76)
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Z2 =
2
ndoe
{
ndno
(µ2ndno−1)
+ ndco
(µ2ndco−1)
}2 [
me
neo
{(
me
md
)
+
(
mi
md
)
Fed
Fid
}2 + mi
nio
{(
mi
md
)
+
(
me
md
)
Fid
Fed
}2
]
+ mdndno
ndoe (µ2ndno−1)2
{
2ndnoµ
2
(µ2ndno−1) + 1
}
.
(77)
IV.3. Stationary evolution equations
We are interested in simplified time-stationary (steady-state) solutions to study the basic
characteristics of the gravito-electrostatic fluctuation dynamics of the DMC [15-16]. Although
this technique is well-known to readers, we want to show it for learners. Thus, Eqs. (69) and (75)
are transformed into ordinary differential equations (ODEs) with the Galilean type of transforma-
tion [15-16] ρ = X − T (co-moving coordinate) so that the differential operator transformation
becomes ∂/∂X = ∂/∂ρ and ∂/∂T = −∂/∂ρ. Consequently, their stationary forms, respectively,
are presented as follows,
∂Φ1
∂ρ
−A1Φ1∂Φ1
∂ρ
−B1∂
3Φ1
∂ρ3
= So, (78)
where
So = C1Φ
3
1
∂Φ1
∂ρ
+D1Φ
2
1
∂Φ1
∂ρ
;
and
∂Ψ1
∂ρ
−A2Ψ1∂Ψ1
∂ρ
−B2∂
3Ψ1
∂ρ3
= 0. (79)
Thus, the steady-state structures of the cloud fluctuations are governed by the nonlinear
ordinary differential equations (78) and (79), are likely to grow as solitary spectral patterns.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A simplified theoretical model to describe the properties of nonlinear gravito-electrostatic
fluctuation dynamics in the cloud in the small amplitude limit (weak nonlinearity) is proposed with
all the possible realistic dynamical agencies taken into account for the first time. The lowest-order
eigenmode evolutions are expressible by the KdV-type equations (d-KdV for the electrostatic, and
KdV for the self-gravitational fluctuations) obtained by multiscale analyses, where, higher-order
perturbations are neglected due to weak nonlinearity. They are simulated numerically as initial
value problems in a time-stationary configuration by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method under
some judicious multi-parameter variation dependent on the cloud. The numerical results are shown
in two subsections, one for the electrostatic d-KdV equation, and the other for the self-gravitational
KdV equation.
V.1. Electrostatic fluctuations
The nonlinear electrostatic fluctuation dynamics in presence of the inertia-modified Boltz-
mann distributed thermal species, non-adiabatic dust-charge variation and all the possible colli-
sional processes is collectively governed by the d-KdV equation (Eq. (69)). It contains a self-
consistent nonlinear driving source term arising due to the weak inertial effect, equilibrium flow
of thermal species and equilibrium charged dust distribution (as clear from Eq. (70) in association
with Eqs. (73)-(74)). To see the graphical nature of the patterns and internal microphysics of the
fluctuations, the d-KdV equation is simulated numerically. The obtained results are shown in Figs.
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1-4. All the profiles obtained by suitable choice different judicious values of plasma parameters
and initial inputs [12-17] are elaborately discussed below.
Figure 1 depicts the profiles of the lowest-order perturbed electrostatic (a) potential, (b)
field, (c) potential curvature, and (d) phase portrait. Various lines link to Case (1): md = 1.078×
10−11kg (blue line), Case (2): md = 1.079×10−11 kg (red line), Case (3): md = 1.080×10−11kg
(green line), and Case (4): md = 1.081 × 10−11 kg (black line), respectively. Different input
initial values used are (Φ)i = 0.00 , (Φρ)i = 1.00× 10−8, and (Φρρ)i = 1.07× 10−6. The other
parameters kept fixed are Meo = 1.00 × 10−2, Mio = 1.00 × 10−3, me = 9.109 × 10−31 kg,
mi = 1.673× 10−27kg, neo = 2.00× 108m−3, nio = 3.15× 109 m−3, ndno = 5.00× 106 m−3,
ndco = 5.50× 105 m−3, and µ = 1.00. The potential fluctuation (Fig. 1a) displays driven (global
average amplitude increasing) damped oscillatory (local oscillation amplitude decreasing) shock-
like eigenmodes, which are compressive in nature. The damped oscillatory shock-like nature
is due to the dissipative non-adiabatic dust-charge variation. The oscillatory behavior alone is
because of the continuous compressive and rarefactive racing of the dust and thermal species amid
the periodic interplay of gravito-electrostatic coupling. It is found that with slight increase in
grain-mass, the global amplitude increases after ρ > 6.5λJ with more damping effect in local
oscillations. It may be due basically to the fact the self-gravitational attraction increases with the
grain-mass, which decreases the electrostatic repulsive action between the like Columbic particles
with distance. This may increase the damping effect on the exterior scale relative to the centre. The
corresponding periodic-type variation in the field (Fig. 1b), curvature (Fig. 1c) and geometrical
patterns (Fig. 1d) strengthen the graphical interpretation of the associated dissipative dynamics
due to the grain-charge fluctuations. The open structures in the phase show signatures of the
dissipative saturation mechanism in presence of weak thermal inertia and nonlinearity.
Figure 2 shows the same as Fig. 1, but under different conditions with fixed md = 1.079×
10−11 kg. Various lines correspond to Case (1): ndno = 5.00 × 106 m−3(blue line), Case (2):
ndno = 5.02 × 106 m−3 (red line), Case (3): ndno = 5.04 × 106 m−3 (green line), and Case (4):
ndno = 5.06× 106 m−3 (black line), respectively.
Figure 3 portrays the same as Figs. 1, but with md = 8.00 × 10−11 kg. Various lines
correspond to Case (1): ndco = 1.50 × 105 m−3 (blue line), Case (2): ndco = 3.50 × 105 m−3
(red line), Case (3): ndco = 5.50 × 105 m−3 (green line), and Case (4): ndco = 7.50 × 105
m−3 (black line), respectively. It is clear from the potential profile (Fig. 3a) that with relatively
higher grain-mass, the oscillatory shock-like nature disappears, and two-tail compressive solitons
(extended) evolve. This is in good agreement with the observations made by others in different sit-
uations [2,5,8,28-30]. The driving effect of the nonlinear source is now negligible as its strength is
weakened by the self-gravity. Moreover, the amplitude of two-tail soliton increases with increase
in equilibrium value of the charged grain density, and vice versa. With the increase in equilib-
rium charged grain density, the electrostatic repulsive force between the grains increases against
the self-gravitational attractive force. This assists a slight increase of the wave amplitude. The
corresponding field-fluctuation (Fig. 3b) evolves as soliton-antisoliton mixtures. The perturbed
deviation from quasi-neutrality (Fig. 3c) appears as rarefactive solitary patterns (extended). In ad-
dition, the geometrical trajectories (Fig. 3d) are closed orbits characterizing a conservative nature
of the system.
Figure 4 displays the same as Fig. 1, but for different grain-masses showing an interesting
transition from oscillatory shock (with smaller average amplitude) to soliton (with larger average
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 1. Profile of the lowest-order perturbed electrostatic (a) potential, (b) field, (c) po-
tential curvature, and (d) phase portrait. Various lines correspond to Case (1): md =
1.078 × 10−11 kg (blue line), Case (2): md = 1.079 × 10−11 kg (red line), Case (3):
md = 1.080× 10−11 kg (green line), and Case (4): md = 1.081× 10−11 kg (black line),
respectively. Different fixed and input initial values used are given in the text.
amplitude). Various lines correspond to Case (1): md = 1.079 × 10−11 kg (blue line, rescaled
by multiplying with 3.00), Case (2): md = 3.40 × 10−11 kg (red line, rescaled by multiplying
with 1.50), Case (3): md = 5.70× 10−11 kg (green line, rescaled by multiplying with 1.10), and
Case (4): md = 8.00× 10−11 kg (black line), respectively. It is seen that the grain-mass variation
has a direct correlation with the transition from damped oscillatory shock-like eigenmode to two-
tail compressive soliton-like structure (Fig. 4a). For low grain-mass, it is known that collisions
and non-adiabatic dust-charge variation (dissipative) dominates the self-gravitational dispersive
effect. So, the dissipative process tends to balance with the wave-breaking convective force of
nonlinear nature. Under suitable condition, it gives rise to the generation of damped oscillatory
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but with md = 1.079 × 10−11kg. Various lines correspond to
Case (1): ndno = 5.00×106m−3(blue line), Case (2): ndno = 5.02×106 m−3 (red line),
Case (3): ndno = 5.04 × 106 m−3 (green line), and Case (4): ndno = 5.06 × 106 m−3
(black line), respectively.
shock-like eigenmodes. As the mass of the grain increases, the self-gravitational dispersive effects
through geometrical curvature effect become sufficient to dominate the dissipative collisional and
charge-variation processes. The interplay between nonlinear (hydrodynamic origin) and dispersive
(self-gravitational origin) effects leads to the growth of such saturated structures. The consistent
variations in the field (Fig. 4b), curvature (Fig. 4c) and geometrical patterns (Fig. 4d) equally sup-
port this dissipative-to-conservative transition of the fluctuation saturation mechanism. The theo-
retical analysis for the electrostatic fluctuations allows us to summarize some other main points of
astrophysical interest as follows.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 1, but with md = 8.00×10−11kg. Various lines correspond to Case
(1): ndco = 1.50×105m−3 (blue line), Case (2): ndco = 3.50×105 m−3 (red line), Case
(3): ndco = 5.50 × 105 m−3 (green line), and Case (4): ndco = 7.50 × 105 m−3 (black
line), respectively.
The potential fluctuation profiles (Figs.1a-4a) show a two-scale behavior. First, the short-
scale fluctuation dynamics evolving as damped oscillator, where the oscillation amplitude de-
creases rapidly with distance, and finally, gets damped out nearly to zero. Second, the large-scale
fluctuation dynamics evolving as shock-like structures, where the average shock amplitude in-
creases slowly with distance relative to the centre of the total cloud mass distribution. The driven
nature of the wave amplitude for the large-scale behavior is due to the self-consistent source, al-
though its strength is small (roughly, So ∼ 3.447 × 10−42) and short-scale amplitude decreases
due to the decreasing tendency of the periodic gravito-electrostatic coupling strength.
For low grain-mass
(
md ∼ 1.078× 10−11kg
)
, the numerical value of convective coeffi-
cient |A1| ∼ 2.718×109, dispersive term |B1| ∼ 4.607×102 and source term So ∼ 3.447×10−42.
Although, the source is weak, it drives the large-scale average shock-amplitude. The strengths for
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 1, but for different grain masses showing shock-to-soliton transition.
Various lines correspond to Case (1): md = 1.079 × 10−11 kg (blue line rescaled by
multiplying with 3.00), Case (2): md = 3.40×10−11 kg (red line rescaled by multiplying
with 1.50), Case (3): md = 5.70 × 10−11 kg (green line rescaled by multiplying with
1.10), and Case (4): md = 8.00× 10−11 kg (black line), respectively.
higher grain mass
(
md ∼ 8.00× 10−11kg
)
are |A1| ∼ 2.718 × 109, |B1| ∼ 2.538 × 104 and
S0 ∼ 3.447× 10−52. It is clear that with higher grain-mass, the strength of the dispersive term in-
creases tremendously
(|B11|/|B12| ∼ 10−2) supporting the shock-to-soliton transition. The driv-
ing nature of the eigenmode is not found for higher grain-mass fluctuation profiles due basically
to the decrease in strength of the source term
(
So1
/
S02 ∼ 1010
)
.
For T = 104K∼ 1 eV in the HII region [12] ∈= 10−2[15-16] and λJ = 3.09 × 108m
[17]. The physical strength of the lowest-order perturbed potential fluctuation (Figs. 1a-4a) for
normalized potential fluctuation∼ 10−6 is estmated as Φphys ∼∈ (TpΦ1/e) ∼ 10−8 V.
The profile of field fluctuations (Figs. 1b-4b) and potential curvatures (Fig. 1c-4c) show
transition from damped periodic waves to a composite mixture of compressive and rarefactive
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soliton, and also, transition from non-periodic structure to a two-tail inverted bell-shaped soli-
ton structure with increase in the grain-mass. The real strength of the electric field fluctuation is
Ephys ∼∈ (TpEe1/eλJ) ∼ 3.23 × 10−18 Vm−1. Again, the associated potential curvature fluc-
tuation is (∂xxΦ)phys ∼∈
(
Tp∂ρρΦ1
/
eλ2J
) ∼ 1.04 × 10−25 Vm−2. This is very small quantity
signifying that the global quasi-neutrality is not affected appreciably due to the weak perturbation
treatment.
The phase portrait (Figs. 1d-4d) reveals that for the low grain-mass, the system is not
conservative as the trajectories of the Columbic particles in the phase space is not closed curves.
But, for high grain-mass (Fig. 3d), the phase portraits give information of the system to behave
like a conservative one, as phase trajectories are closed curves. The phase portraits (Fig. 4d) show
the transition of non-conservative system to conservative one with the increase in the grain-mass.
V.2. Self-gravitational fluctuations
The Jeans mode fluctuation dynamics of our idealized model is governed by the KdV equa-
tion (Eq. (75)) on the lowest-order perturbed self-gravitational potential (Ψ1). The dynamics is
contributed jointly by all the species having inertial mass of non-zero value. To obtain the detailed
characteristic features, the KdV equation without source is simulated numerically as an initial
value problem as before. The numerical strength of the coefficients of convective and disper-
sive terms under some judicious plasma parameter values are |A2| = 25.229 and |B2| = 0.288,
respectively. The various numerical profiles obtained are presented in Figs. 5-7.
Figure 5 shows the profile structures of the lowest-order perturbed self-gravitational (a)
potential (Ψ1), (b) field (−Ψ1ρ), (c) potential curvature (Ψ1ρρ), and (d) phase portrait in the phase
space defined by Ψ1 and Ψ1ρ. Various lines correspond to Case (1): md = 1.67 × 10−14 kg
(blue line), Case (2): md = 2.17 × 10−14 kg (red line), Case (3): md = 2.65 × 10−14 kg
(green line), and Case (4): md = 3.20 × 10−14 kg (black line), respectively. Different input
initial values used are (Ψ)i = 0.00 , (Ψρ)i = −1.00 × 10−8, and (Ψρρ)i = −2.90 × 10−5.
The other parameters kept fixed are me = 9.109 × 10−31kg, mi = 1.673 × 10−27 kg, neo =
2.00 × 1012m−3, nio = 4.15 × 1012 m−3, ndno = 4.00 × 103 m−3, ndco = 1.00 × 1010 m−3,
µ = 4.00 × 10−2, Fed = 10.00, and Fid = 1.00. It is observed that the self-gravitational
fluctuations evolve as inverted bell-shaped (rarefactive) soliton-like eigenmodes (Fig. 5a). The
amplitude of the solitary patterns decreases with increase in grain-mass, and the negative peak of
the soliton shifts outwards relative to the entre. When the mass increases, the self-gravitational
temptation of the DMC also increases, which assists the decrease of the fluctuation amplitude. The
corresponding eigenmode fields exhibit hybrid structures composed of compressive and rarefative
soliton pairs (Fig. 5b). The associated curvature shows peakon-like structures, which depict that
the deviation from gravitational mass-neutrality is maximum at the radial point ρ ∼ 5.50 on
the Jeans length (Fig. 5c).The entire dynamics, however, is a conservative one as shown by the
closed-form structures in the phase trajectories with the most stable fixed point at (0, 0) in the
defined phase space (Fig. 5d).
Figs. 6 and 7 sketch same as Fig. 5, but under different conditions. Profiles in Fig. 6 show
that the amplitude of inverted bell-shaped soliton-like (rarefactive) eginenmodes decreases with
increase in equilibrium value of neutral dust-grain population. The underlying physics is that
the self-gravitational attractive force between the neutral particles increases with the increase in
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 5. Profile of the lowest-order perturbed self-gravitational (a) potential, (b) field, (c)
potential curvature, and (d) phase portrait. Various lines correspond to Case (1): md =
1.67 × 10−14 kg (blue line), Case (2): md = 2.17 × 10−14 kg (red line), Case (3):
md = 2.65 × 10−14 kg (green line), and Case (4): md = 3.20 × 10−14 kg (black line),
respectively. Different fixed and input initial values used are defined in the text.
the neutral grain density, which tries to gravitationally bind the particles more tightly. Thus, self-
gravitationally bounded compactness lowers the fluctuation amplitude. Similarly, profiles in Fig. 7
reveal that the magnitude of the wave amplitude increases with increase in equilibrium charged
dust density. With increase in the equilibrium value of the charged dust population, the repulsive
force increases, this counteracts the self-gravitational attractive forces. As a result, it makes small
increase in the amplitude of the self-gravitational fluctuations, although more negative in sense.
Rest of the dynamical features of the eigenmode spectrum evolves accordingly as highlighted
before.
The following are some other main points of astrophysical attention, which may be drawn
from the analyzed self-gravitational fluctuation dynamics.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but with md = 1.67×10−14kg. Various lines correspond to Case
(1): ndno = 4.00 × 103m−3(blue line), Case (2): ndno = 5.00 × 103 m−3 (red line),
Case (3): ndno = 6.00 × 103 m−3 (green line), and Case (4): ndno = 7.00 × 103 m−3
(black line), respectively.
1) The lowest-order self-gravitational potential fluctuations appear as inverted bell-shaped
soliton-like (rarefactive) eigenmodes (Figs. 5a-7a). Their signatures have also been reported in the
past as observed by various multispace satellites like Freja, Viking, etc [13,18].
2) For T = 104K∼ 1 eV in the HII region [12]and ∈= 10−2[15-17] the physical strength of
the self-gravitational fluctuations for Ψ1 ∼ 10−2 is equivalent to |Ψphys| ∼∈ (TpΨ1/e) ∼ 10−4
V.
3) The self-gravitational field profiles (Figs. 5b-7b) show the eigenmodes, which are com-
posite mixtures of compressive and rarefactive solitons, i. e., admixtures of solitons and antisoli-
tons. The real strength of the field fluctuations is equivalent to |Egphys| ∼∈ (TpEG1/eλJ) ∼
3.23× 10−13 Vm−1 for λJ = 3.09× 108m [21, 22].
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5, but with md = 1.67×10−14kg. Various lines correspond to Case
(1): ndco = 1.00 × 1010 m−3 (blue line), Case (2): ndco = 1.03 × 1010 m−3 (red line),
Case (3): ndco = 1.06× 1010 m−3 (green line), and Case (4): ndco = 1.09× 1010 m−3
(black line), respectively.
4) The potential curvature profiles (Figs. 5c-7c) appear like solitary patterns. Its real mag-
nitude is equivalent to
∣∣∣(∂xxΨ)phys∣∣∣ ∼∈ (Tp∂ρρΨ1/eλ2J) ∼ 1.04 × 10−20 Vm−2. This is very
small quantity signifying that the global mass-neutrality is not affected appreciably due to the
lowest-order nonlinearity in the fluctuations.
The phase portraits (Figs. 5d-7d), which give the geometrical representation of the trajec-
tories of the Newtonian particles as closed curves; show that the self-gravitating dynamics under
the considered judicious situation is a conservative one.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We try to study the properties of the nonlinear excitation and propagation of gravito-
electrostatic fluctuations (both electrostatic and Jeans modes) in a field-free self-gravitating DMC
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with diverse plasma inhomogeneities within a planar geometry. It is based on the Jeans as-
sumption of homogenizing self-gravitating plasma. The unique originality of this articulation
is the inclusion of all the realistic possible factors encountered by the different constituent species
in hydrodynamic configuration simultaneously. Weak but finite thermal inertia, nonlinear flow-
convection, grain-charge fluctuation and all the realistic collisions are included in the model amid
non-equilibrium plasma inhomogeneities simultaneously. It is seen that the gravito-electrostatic
fluctuations are collectively governed by a unique pair of KdV equations obtained by multiple
scaling techniques. A wide spectrum of shock-soliton patterns is found to exist in the cloud numer-
ically. The effect of diverse plasma parameters on the amplitude and structures of the eigenmodes
is investigated. We explicitly find the windows in plasma parameter space, where a unique inter-
esting transition from oscillatory shock (with smaller average amplitude) to soliton (with larger
average amplitude) is specifically supported. Based on our stability analysis, the following main
conclusive remarks of astrophysical significance, importance and implication may be summarized.
1) The nonlinear gravito-electrostatic fluctuations of a planar DMC are governed by a
unique pair of KdV equations obtained by multicale analysis under the framework of the point
charge (Coulombic) and point mass (Newtonian) approximations within the non-relativistic limit.
2) The lowest-order electrostatic potential fluctuations co-evolve as driven damped oscil-
latory shock (for low dust mass) and two tail compressive soliton-like eigenmodes (for high dust
mass). The driving nature is attributed due to the presence of the self-consistent nonlinear source
in the governing electrostatic d-KdV equation. The eigenmode structures are in good correspon-
dence with the experimentally detected shocks in collision-dominated plasma [10-11]; multispace
satellite observations like Freja, Viking, etc [5,7,13] and analytical findings by others [27-33].
On the other hand, the self-gravitational fluctuation counterparts governed by the KdV equation
appear as inverted bell-shaped (rarefactive) solitary spectral patterns.
3) The variation of dust charge density resulting from propagation of the gravito-electrostatic
waves is significant for astrophysical context. The condensation of the grains due to the prop-
agation of the gravito-electrostatic shocks and solitons through interstellar media enhances the
self-gravitational interaction, which is a feasible process for star and planet formation [6-18].
4) An increase in the grain-mass makes the self-gravitational effects more effective. So,
the self-gravitational dispersive process dominates internal dissipative process (dust-charge vari-
ation and collision) amid pulsating gravito-electrodynamic coupling, which generates the unique
transition of oscillatory shock-to-soliton.
5) The geometrical trajectories of the Columbic particles in the phase space show that the
system is non-conservative for low dust-mass, and conservative for high grain-mass. Again, the
trajectories of the Newtonian particles in the phase space depict that the self-gravitational dynam-
ics, in isolation, with specific judicious initial input values, is of conservative nature.
6) It is found by comparing the electrostatic and self-gravitational fluctuations(
Φphy
/|Ψphy| ∼ 10−4) that the self-gravitational fluctuations are more dominant than the elec-
trostatic counterparts due to the presence of the heavier grains in the cloud.
7) Finally, the adopted methodologies, strategic techniques and analyses may extensively
be useful as the input elements in investigating the basic features of the self-gravitational collapse,
formation and evolution of stars, galactic structures and other cluster-like astrophysical objects
in different practical regimes of space and plasma environments. Besides, the associated wave
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dynamics in presence of realistic fields with spatiotemporal variation of the equilibrium in pres-
ence of full nonlinearities in higher dimensions [33] is an interesting investigation of astrophysical
importance, which is in progress for future communication elsewhere.
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